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OpSus Cybersecurity
Suite
Strengthen Your Security Posture in Less Than 90 Days With
CloudWave's Cybersecurity Suite

About CloudWave

The Cybersecurity Suite provides end-to-end data protection with secure,
compliant healthcare-grade cloud services that:
Backup Your Data - The cornerstone of any cybersecurity program is the ability
to recover from an attack without being held hostage to ransomware. Our OpSus
Backup service centralizes and simplifies your enterprise-wide backups using an
edge appliance for fast local restores in combination with intelligent caching to
short and long term secure multi-cloud datastores. CloudWave fully manages the
solution from our NOC and delivers periodic reporting on key system metrics. Our
service creates air-gapped remote backups for an added level of protection, and
can additionally include a healthcare-tuned archive component that efficiently
protects high volume imaging and analytics data stores.

From OpSus Live fully managed
hosting services to remotely
managed cloud edge compute
solutions, CloudWave is a recognized
leader in healthcare cloud managed
services with deep roots in
healthcare IT operations. CloudWave
helps healthcare organizations
rationalize and migrate IT services
like compute, storage, backup,
archiving, digital workspace,

Defend Against Threats – The OpSus Defend healthcare security team assesses

disaster recovery and security to

your individual needs, provides any necessary audits and assessments, and then

AWS, Azure, GCP, and compliant

implements missing tools and analytics and monitors your environment 7x24x365

private and edge clouds. We offer

as if it was our own. Security events are correlated using both expert human

a spectrum of managed services to

security resources and AI-based systems and you are directly notified along with

assist hospitals with security and

response options. Testing and vulnerability scanning ensure your environment

operations. Dedicated, USA-based

remains secure and contract CISO services are available where needed.

7x24x365 Network and Security

Recover Quickly – CloudWave is recognized as the most experienced, proven
provider of cloud-based Disaster Recovery solutions in healthcare. Our OpSus
Recover service offers a full range of recovery options from simple public cloud
vaulting to total enterprise systems failovers with well under 2 hours RPO/RTO.

Operations Centers are staffed by
certified healthcare IT and security
professionals and operated to strict
SLAs.

We run hundreds of successful, auditable DR tests for customers every year and
respond to multiple security and geo disasters every single year for our hospital
customer base, providing secure managed hosting services while their site is
rebuilt or revalidated.
Respond With Resources – Certified security, cloud, systems and storage experts
are ready to deploy at a moment’s notice to help you manage your response to
adverse cyber events.
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